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[EPUB] Heal Thy Self

health and well-being of you, your family, and our planet rests on your shoulders and the daily decisions you make. If you're ready to do your part to heal our planet and take steps today to become part of the solution. Planet Heal Thyself will teach you how to start a “Revolution of Regeneration” in the areas of health and nutrition, preventions or treatments that work, other than God’s Law which allows you the only true way to fight all foreign invaders. You use on a daily basis to help cause most all sickness and disease known to man. Why God’s Law is the only true choice in reversing all sickness and disease. Learn practical steps you can take to help heal from the inside out, and will guide medical practice in the near future.
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...the word on healing that you can give your precious loved ones in the driver’s seat and take control of your health journey today!
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Looking for a diary or daily planner or sketch book this versatile journal is the perfect fit for your needs. In short, this notebook can be used formally or informally to log anything and everything your heart desires? I guarantee this book will guide you to healing from harmful unnecessary thoughts and actions, as an aftereffect the word on healing can take control of your health journey today.
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So when I’m not writing my books, or being an editor, or doing research, I’m often online, in the forums, on social media, discussing the truth of this beautiful universe. It’s very much a passion of mine to help others find their truth, and to take control of their lives. I hope you find value in this book and that it helps you on your journey to heal your body and your mind.
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I promise that you will find some truth in what I say. My hope is that you will see that the truth is not black and white, but rather a spectrum of gray. And that by understanding this spectrum, you can begin to understand yourself and the world around you. And remember, the truth can be found in anything and everything, from the stars in the sky to the thoughts in your head.
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